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An effective field model is introduced here within the micromagnetics formulation, to study

roughness in magnetic structures, by considering sub-exchange length roughness levels as a pertur-

bation on a smooth structure. This allows the roughness contribution to be separated, which is

found to give rise to an effective configurational anisotropy for both edge and surface roughness,

and accurately model its effects with fine control over the roughness depth without the explicit

need to refine the computational cell size to accommodate the roughness profile. The model is vali-

dated by comparisons with directly roughened structures for a series of magnetization switching

and domain wall velocity simulations and found to be in excellent agreement for roughness levels

up to the exchange length. The model is further applied to vortex domain wall velocity simulations

with surface roughness, which is shown to significantly modify domain wall movement and result

in dynamic pinning and stochastic creep effects. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4939093]

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that roughness in magnetic structures

significantly modifies the physical behaviour of magnetic

systems, including changes in coercivity, pinning of domain

walls for both field and current-driven regimes, and reso-

nance phenomena.1–6 For the finite difference method,

physical roughness is typically modelled by mapping the

roughness profiles onto the rectangular mesh,7–11 resulting in

staircase step approximations which we will refer to as the

rough mesh method, whilst for the finite element method the

profiles are approximated using finite elements, such as trian-

gles or tetrahedra.12 Other methods used to model defects

and roughness rely on varying the saturation magnetiza-

tion,13 changing the exchange stiffness constant at grain

boundaries,14 or introducing pinning potentials in collective

coordinate models.15,16 For small roughness levels the usual

staircase step approximation method becomes problematic to

simulate as very small cell size values are required to pro-

duce roughness profiles. For surface roughness studies,

where roughness levels of the order 1 nm or smaller are typi-

cal,17,18 full micromagnetics simulations using roughness

profiles physically mapped onto the mesh are very difficult

to implement, in particular, for the finite difference method.

Even with modern processing power, since decreasing the

cell size from 5 nm down to 1 nm results in an increase in

complexity of over 2 orders of magnitude for full 3D simula-

tions, such problems are too expensive to simulate effi-

ciently. Moreover, fine control over the roughness depth is

limited by the requirement of using an integer number of

cells in all dimensions.

This work introduces a new method to accurately model

small roughness levels, both edge and surface roughness,

without the requirement to refine the mesh specifically to

accommodate a roughness profile, by introducing a new

energy term. Roughness in magnetic films is known to mod-

ify surface anisotropy19 as well as induce a configurational

anisotropy by modifying the magnetostatic energy.20–22 The

possibility of treating roughness within micromagnetics as a

perturbation on a smooth magnetic body is investigated here.

The model introduced has some similarities to the stair-step

correction method23 although it starts from a different

approach, has different aims, and the working equations are

different. By concentrating on roughened structures, this

model separates a roughness energy contribution which can

be treated as a perturbation on a smooth structure, and ana-

lysed as a separate term, allowing for elegant physical inter-

pretation of results.

In Sec. II the model is first introduced and the roughness

energy density terms are defined. This is tested by a series of

comparisons with the standard rough mesh method, includ-

ing magnetization switching and domain wall velocity calcu-

lations. A discussion of the dependence of the roughness

energy density terms on dimensions and roughness depth is

given and finally the model is applied to domain wall veloc-

ity calculations with surface roughness.

II. EFFECTIVE FIELD MODEL

The magnetostatic field in a magnetic material is

obtained as a convolution between the magnetization vector

function M, and the demagnetizing tensor N, Equation (1),

where V denotes the magnetic body24

Hdðr0Þ ¼ �
ð

r2V

Nðr� r0Þ �MðrÞdr: (1)

The demagnetizing tensor has 3 diagonal elements, denoted

Nxx, Nyy, Nzz and 3 distinct off-diagonal elements, Nxy¼Nyx,

Nxz¼Nzx and Nyz¼Nzy, which may be calculated using the

formulas given by Newell et al.25 For a uniformly magne-

tized magnetic body V, it can easily be shown that, for thea)SLepadatu@uclan.ac.uk
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finite difference method, the discretized magnetostatic

energy density term for uniform magnetization along the lon-

gitudinal (X-axis) direction of the body, eSL, is given by

eSL r0ð Þ ¼
l0M2

S

2

X
r2V

Nxx r� r0ð Þ r0 2 Vð Þ: (2)

In the above, MS is the saturation magnetization, and r and

r0 are cell position vectors inside the magnetic body V.

Similar equations hold for uniform magnetization along the

transverse (Y-axis) and perpendicular (Z-axis) directions,

resulting in energy density terms eST and eSP, respectively,

by replacing Nxx with Nyy, or Nzz, respectively, throughout,

thus in what follows only the longitudinal term is shown ex-

plicitly for brevity.

Now consider the same magnetic body but with edge

and/or surface roughness added, which we will denote Vr.
The energy density terms for the longitudinal, transverse, and

perpendicular magnetization directions for the roughened

body, eRL, eRT, and eRP, are obtained as for Equation (2), by

replacing V with Vr. We introduce the roughness energy den-

sity terms, eL, eT, and eP, as additional energy density terms

superimposed on the smooth body V, such that heLiV¼heRLiVr

�heSLiV, where h iV denotes averaging over the magnetic

body V. Working in discretized form using the finite differ-

ence method, let NV and NVr be the number of cells containing

magnetic moments, counted on the same finite difference

mesh. Since the roughened magnetic body Vr is smaller than

the smooth body V, i.e., Vr�V, then NVr<NV. Following the

above procedure, we obtain the following:

heLiV ¼
l0M2

S

2

1

NVr

X
r;r02Vr

Nxx r� r0ð Þ �
1

NV

X
r;r02V

Nxx r� r0ð Þ
" #

;

¼ 1

NV

l0M2
S

2

X
r;r02Vr

NV

NVr
� 1

� �
Nxx r� r0ð Þ �

X
r 2 V

r0 2 V � Vr

Nxx r� r0ð Þ �
X

r0 2 V

r 2 V � Vr

Nxx r� r0ð Þ
2
64

3
75:

The above expression may now be written in a simple

form, by introducing the function G defined below, as

heLiV ¼
1

NV

X
r02V

l0M2
S

2

X
r2V

Nxx r� r0ð ÞG r; r0ð Þ;

G r; r0ð Þ ¼
NV

NVr
� 1 r � r0 2 Vr

�1 r�r0 2 V � Vr:

8<
: (3)

In light of Equation (3) we can now introduce the roughness

energy density function as

eL r0ð Þ ¼
l0M2

S

2

X
r2V

Nxx r� r0ð ÞG r; r0ð Þ r0 2 Vð Þ: (4)

For a uniformly magnetized body along an arbitrary direc-

tion, similarly we obtain the following expression for the

roughness energy density, e, where mx, my, and mz are the

normalized magnetization components

eðr0Þ ¼ eLðr0Þm2
x þ eTðr0Þm2

y þ ePðr0Þm2
z ðr0 2 VÞ: (5)

In Equation (5), the off-diagonal demagnetizing tensor ele-

ments, involving cross-products of magnetization compo-

nents, have been omitted since at all points and for all

magnetization directions they are many orders of magnitude

smaller than their diagonal counterparts (also see Figure 1(a)

for verification of Equation (5)). For edge roughness, the

magnetostatic energy density, averaged over the magnetic

body, for uniform magnetization along the perpendicular

direction is identical for the smooth and roughened bodies

since the roughness depth is uniform along the perpendicular

direction, as for a thin film, thus eP is zero in Equation (5);

for surface roughness this is no longer the case and all energy

density terms must be used.

So far we have only considered uniformly magnetized

bodies. For non-uniform, but smoothly varying, magnetiza-

tion configuration with small roughness levels,26 Equation

(5) also applies. The following approximation in obtaining

Equation (5) is used in this case:

Nxxðr� r0ÞMxðrÞMxðr0Þ ffi Nxxðr� r0ÞM2
xðr0Þ: (6)

The verification of Equation (6) is partly the purpose of

validating the effective field model against the standard

rough mesh method in Sec. III. The reasons Equation (6)

should hold are, on the one hand the magnetization varies

slowly and since the values of the demagnetizing

coefficients drop very quickly as jr–r0j increases,

then Nxxðr� r0Þ½MxðrÞ �Mxðr0Þ� tends to zero very rapidly.

Moreover, for small roughness levels, since NV/NVr � 1, the

largest contributions in Equation (4) involve terms for

which r � r02V�Vr. For small roughness levels these

points tend to be spaced relatively far apart, improving the

approximation in Equation (6) even further. Thus we may

consider Equation (5) as generally valid when implement-

ing the effective field roughness model. This model may

now be implemented by pre-calculating the energy terms

using Equation (4) for the entire mesh, for a given rough-

ness profile, and deriving the effective roughness field from

Equation (5). The roughness field involves minimal compu-

tation at run-time since no inter-cell interactions need be

included; this field is similar to an anisotropy contribution

and is given by

243908-2 Serban Lepadatu J. Appl. Phys. 118, 243908 (2015)
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HRðr0Þ ¼ �
X
r2V

Ndiag:ðr� r0ÞGðr; r0Þ
� �

Mðr0Þ ðr0 2 VÞ:

(7)

The terms in brackets in Equation (7) are calculated upon

initialization on a fine sub-mesh using FFT-based convolu-

tion by separating them into a sum of two terms for each vec-

tor component, and the values are then averaged to obtain

the roughness field for each cell in the coarse mesh.

When choosing the computational cell size it is impor-

tant to keep the change in magnetization angle from one cell

to another small, since on the micromagnetics length scale

the magnetization is formulated as a continuous function. A

good rule is to set the cell size small enough so that further

refinement does not produce different results. An important

length scale is the exchange length, Equation (8), where A is

the exchange stiffness27

lex ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2A

l0M2
S

s
: (8)

Typically the cell size should be smaller or equal to the

exchange length, although for magnetization configurations

involving rapid changes in magnetization, such as cross-tie

structures,28 cell size values down to half the exchange

length are required. Based on Equation (8), typical values for

the exchange length range from 3 nm up to 8 nm for various

materials, including Co, Fe, Ni80Fe20, and Ni. In this work

roughness depth values up to the exchange length are consid-

ered. For calculations where the roughness profile is included

explicitly the cell size must be chosen small enough so that

the details of the profile are reproduced. For the effective

field model, however, the cell size is chosen as for the

smooth structure, i.e., with enough detail to reproduce

changes in magnetization accurately, and the roughness con-

tribution is included separately using the effective roughness

field in Equation (7). Validation tests in the following sec-

tions will reveal that the effects of a small roughness level

profile varying quicker than the coarse cell size can be accu-

rately reproduced through the effective field terms in

Equation (7) at the coarse cell size. In other words it is not

necessary to specifically reduce the cell size, beyond what is

required for continuum approximation, in order to reproduce

the effects of a roughness profile.

A. Roughness energy density configuration

Equation (5) is easily verified by calculating the rough-

ness energy density using the standard rough mesh method

directly, then using the effective field method (Equation (5)).

A typical roughness energy density plot is shown in Figure

1(a), with the lowest energy density value shifted to zero, for

a uniformly magnetized 320� 80� 5 nm Ni80Fe20 rectangu-

lar prism with 2.5 nm edge roughness depth on both longitu-

dinal edges. Figure 1(b) shows a cross-section through the

XY-plane raw energy density profile, with the eL and eT

terms obtained for 0� and 90� in-plane angles, respectively.

Granular roughness profiles were used here with mean grain

diameter equal to the roughness depth (as an example, a

roughness profile is shown in the inset to Figure 1(b)), how-

ever the model is generally applicable to any type of rough-

ness profile. Details of the computational methods are given

in the Appendix. For the mesh method a 1.25 nm cell size

was used, whilst for the effective field method a 5 nm cell

size was used. In all the work that follows, all prisms, or

wires, lie in the XY plane, are elongated along the X axis

(longitudinal direction), edge roughness is applied to both

edges along the longitudinal direction and surface roughness

to the top surface only. Figure 1(a) shows the sub-exchange

length roughness level results in a type of configurational an-

isotropy with easy axis oriented in the transverse direction.

The excellent agreement between the two methods confirms

the validity of Equation (5) for uniform magnetization. The

model introduced here only considers changes in magneto-

static energy when roughness is introduced, without changes

to the exchange energy. This is justified since the magneto-

static energy is generally much larger—validation tests in

Sec. III also show that this is a good approximation. Changes

to other terms, which do not involve inter-cell interactions,

FIG. 1. Roughness energy density calculated for a uniformly magnetized

320� 80� 5 nm prism with 2.5 nm roughness depth in the XY plane and ori-

ented along the X axis, using both the rough mesh and effective field methods.

(a) Full 3D roughness energy density configuration with the lowest energy

density point shifted to zero and (b) XY-plane cross-section in the raw energy

density profile showing the eL (0�) and eT (90�) terms. A typical roughness

profile is shown in the inset, for 7.5 nm roughness depth—a higher roughness

depth was chosen to show the roughness profile generated more clearly.

243908-3 Serban Lepadatu J. Appl. Phys. 118, 243908 (2015)
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such as magneto-crystalline anisotropy and Zeeman energy,

are even smaller since NV �NVr.

III. VALIDATION

A. Magnetization switching

To investigate the validity of the effective field rough-

ness model for non-uniform magnetization, first magnetiza-

tion switching simulations for a set of rectangular Ni80Fe20

prisms with varying roughness levels are described. The

magnetization was saturated along the longitudinal direc-

tion and the field increased until magnetization reversal

occurred. Granular edge roughness profiles were generated

with different roughness levels from 1.25 nm up to 5 nm.

The standard rough mesh method was used to simulate the

magnetization switching events using a cell size of 1.25 nm.

These simulations were then repeated using the effective

field roughness method superimposed on a smooth prism

using a cell size of 5 nm. Tests using cell size values of

2.5 nm showed the same results. This shows it is sufficient

to consider an average roughness energy density, or rough-

ness effective field, from a roughness profile varying

quicker than the exchange length, at a coarse cell size

where the magnetization varies slowly enough for a good

continuum approximation. Typical energy density (sum of

magnetostatic and exchange energy density) plots as a func-

tion of applied magnetic field are shown in Figure 2(a)—the

two methods are in excellent agreement over this range of

roughness depth. In Figure 2(a) the total energy before

switching increases with magnetic field, as both the magne-

tostatic and exchange energies increase due to the rotation

of magnetization at the ends from the longitudinal towards

the transverse direction; after switching, both energy terms

suddenly drop to a lower energy value as the magnetization

at the wire ends is now along the longitudinal direction.

The coercive field obtained as a function of roughness depth

for a set of prisms with varying thickness and width values

are shown in Figure 2(b) for the two methods. In all cases a

linear decrease in coercive field is seen as the roughness

depth increases, with excellent agreement between the two

methods. For large roughness levels it is known that the co-

ercive field increases due to strong pinning of domain

walls29,30 and simulations with large roughness levels,

using the rough mesh method, do indeed reproduce this

behaviour. For small roughness levels such pinning effects

are not strong enough and the transverse anisotropy intro-

duced by roughness serves mainly to increase the torque

from the applied magnetic field, thus lowering the switch-

ing, or coercive field. The magnetization configuration

before switching occurs is found to have either an S-shape

or a C-shape.11,31 For prisms with a large length to width ra-

tio, as for the 80 nm width prisms, the coercive field was

not noticeably different between the two modes. For the

wider prism however, with 160 nm width, the two switching

modes are distinctly separated, as shown in Figure 2(b). In

all cases excellent agreement between the two methods was

obtained. Further similar tests for a range of different

prisms with varying length, width, and thickness (not shown

here for clarity) have shown an equally good agreement.

B. Roughness energy density terms

Before continuing with the comparison between the two

methods, it is useful to investigate the variation in roughness

energy density terms as a function of prism dimensions. In

particular for domain wall velocity investigations where a fi-

nite calculation region is used, but an effectively infinitely

long wire is simulated, it is important to know how long the

calculation region should be taken as. Using the standard

mesh method the roughness energy density terms were cal-

culated as a function of wire length, width, and thickness for

a wide range of values of length (40 nm up to 5 lm), width

(40 nm up to 640 nm), thickness (1 nm up to 60 nm), and

roughness depth (1.25 nm up to 5 nm). The results may be

summarised as follows. As the wire length is increased all

roughness energy density terms quickly tend to a constant

value for all values of width, thickness, and roughness depth,

as shown in Figure 3 (not all results shown here for clarity).

Beyond a length of 1 lm the energy density terms are virtu-

ally constant within the normal spread associated with differ-

ing randomly generated profiles (indicated by the error bars

in Figure 3), thus when considering domain wall velocity

calculations it is sufficient to choose a calculation window

longer than 1 lm. The complete dependence of the average

FIG. 2. Magnetization switching in rectangular prisms with edge roughness

calculated using the rough mesh and effective field methods. (a) Energy den-

sity (magnetostatic plus exchange energy density) for 4 different roughness

depths for a 320� 80� 10 nm prism and (b) coercive field values for differ-

ent prism dimensions as a function of roughness depth for the two methods.

Inset images show the S-shaped (top) or C-shaped (bottom) magnetization

configurations before switching occurs, for each prism.
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roughness energy density terms on dimensions is very com-

plicated—analytical expressions may be obtained using the

continuum version of Equation (3); however, a few simple

rules are worth noting here. All terms are directly propor-

tional to the roughness depth to a good approximation. For

edge roughness heLiV is always positive and inversely pro-

portional (to a good approximation) to the wire width and,

similarly to the length dependence, it quickly tends to a con-

stant value with thickness—above 10 nm thickness heLiV is

largely constant. On the other hand heTiV shows a very com-

plicated dependence with both width and thickness, it is

always negative, and tends to h�eLiV for very large values of

thickness (above 1 lm, depending on the width).

The longitudinal term tends to be highly localized at the

edges, however, the transverse term has significant contribu-

tions even far away from the edges. For surface roughness

heLiV and heTiV are always positive, whilst hePiV is always

negative and inversely proportional to the thickness (to a

good approximation). The longitudinal and transverse terms

are localized at the surface, however, the perpendicular term

has significant contributions throughout the sample volume.

As an illustration of this, Figure 4 shows the roughness

energy density for vortex and transverse domain walls using

a 5 nm edge roughness depth. There are some contributions

away from the rough edges; however, the largest contribu-

tions are at the edges, as expected. Since for edge roughness

the easy axis for the roughness configurational anisotropy is

transverse to the wire, the energy is in the lowest state for

transverse magnetization components, as seen in Figure 4.

Thus it should be expected that the movement of a trans-

verse domain wall is strongly affected whilst the movement

of a vortex domain wall is less susceptible to edge rough-

ness. Indeed for the latter, surface roughness plays a more

important role in thin wires due to the perpendicular magnet-

ization components in the vortex core, as will be discussed

in Section IV. As seen in Figure 4, the energy wells due to

the interaction between magnetization and roughness tend to

be around the same length as the domain wall width at the

edges, even though the roughness profile varies quicker than

the exchange length. This shows that it is sufficient to

include the roughness effective field at the coarse cell size

where the magnetization varies slowly enough for a good

continuum approximation.

C. Domain wall velocity—Edge roughness

A case that is of particular interest is the use of wire

roughness for domain wall velocity calculations. It is well

known that wire roughness results in extrinsic pinning of

injected domain walls for low driving fields,32,33 thus it is

important to analyse the effects of the effective field rough-

ness model. First, edge roughness is analysed by comparing

the two approaches. Field-driven velocity curves calculated

using the effective field method with a 5 nm cell size are

shown in Figure 5(a) for an 80 nm wide and 20 nm thick

Ni80Fe20 wire and edge roughness depth levels ranging from

1.25 nm to 5 nm, containing a symmetric transverse domain

wall. As before, tests using a 2.5 nm cell size showed the

same results. The domain wall velocity curve calculations

start from just below the Walker breakdown field and the

field was reduced in steps of 50 A/m. Each field value was

FIG. 3. Longitudinal (solid circles) and transverse (open circles) roughness

energy density terms as a function of length and width for prisms of 20 nm

thickness and 2.5 nm edge roughness depth. The error bars indicate the

standard deviations obtained from a set of 20 random roughness profiles for

each point. The dashed lines are guides for the eye.

FIG. 4. Roughness energy density as a function of position using 5 nm edge

roughness depth for (a) vortex domain wall and (b) symmetric V-shaped

transverse domain wall.
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applied for 20 ns and the last 10 ns of each step were fitted

using linear regression to obtain the domain wall velocity.

Typically the velocity changes to a constant value within the

first 1 ns and apart from small fluctuations arising from the

edge roughness, the domain wall displacement is described

very well by a linear dependence on time. The edge rough-

ness profile forms a sequence of pinning potentials which

tend to pin the transverse components of domain wall mag-

netization, since this gives rise to a lower energy configura-

tion. As expected, the pinning field increases with roughness

depth, as seen in Figure 5(c). A time window of 20 ns was

chosen since this results in reproducible pinning fields due to

the high probability of the domain wall reaching a large pin-

ning potential and becoming trapped; repeated tests did not

show any variation in the pinning field over this time win-

dow, typically the walls become pinned within the first 5 ns

after changing the magnetic field. The pinning fields have

also been calculated using the rough mesh method and

found to be in excellent agreement. The results are shown in

Figure 5(c), where the error bars indicate the discretization

of the field step.

In simulating domain wall velocity curves using the

rough mesh method, particular care must be taken in choos-

ing the cell size. It is known that for finite difference meshes,

since curved boundaries are discretized using rectangular

cells, domain walls can become pinned by the sudden

changes in width and also result in drastically reduced veloc-

ity.34 This is a computational artefact and can be reduced

either by decreasing the cell size or by using a correction

method, such as the embedded curved boundary method;35

for a consistent approach to the comparisons the former

method was chosen here.

Domain wall velocity curves for the 5 nm roughness depth

are shown in Figure 5(b) for cell size values ranging from

2.5 nm down to 0.625 nm. A good match was obtained for the

0.625 nm cell size, with the larger cell size values being clearly

inadequate to accurately calculate the domain wall velocity.

The pinning field values in Figure 5(c) were consequently cal-

culated using a 0.625 nm cell size. Simulations with a smaller

cell size are impractical partly due to the increased problem

size but very significantly due to the stiffness of the Landau-

Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation requiring very small time

steps (	1 fs for a fourth order explicit scheme); using an

implicit evaluation scheme did not improve the computation

time.

IV. SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Finally, the effective field roughness model is applied to

vortex domain wall velocity calculations in wires with sur-

face roughness. Surface roughness, as well as magnetic

defects, is known to result in pinning effects on moving vor-

tex domain walls.36,37 Here a 320 nm wide and 40 nm thick

Ni80Fe20 wire is investigated, containing a vortex domain

wall. The domain wall velocity is calculated, using 3D simu-

lations, as a function of surface roughness depth by increas-

ing the field in steps of 50 A/m up to the Walker breakdown

threshold, which was found to be 1000 A/m in this case.

Simulations using edge roughness up to 5 nm depth have

shown only very weak pinning effects at low fields (under

100 A/m), thus here we consider separately only surface

roughness. A roughness energy density plot obtained using

both the rough mesh method and effective field method using

Equation (5) as before, is shown in Figure 6(a) for a surface

roughness depth of 2.5 nm. In this case the roughness con-

tributes an effective anisotropy with easy axis perpendicular

to the surface, thus providing pinning potentials for the per-

pendicular components of magnetization, most significantly

for the vortex core which has magnetization components

FIG. 5. Domain wall velocity curves for an 80 nm wide and 20 nm thick

wire with varying roughness depth levels calculated using the rough mesh

and effective field methods. (a) Effective field method velocity curves for

different roughness levels. (b) Domain wall velocity curves obtained using

the rough mesh method with 5 nm roughness depth and different cell size

values, compared to the effective field method for the same roughness depth.

(c) Pinning fields obtained using the two methods as a function of roughness

depth. The error bars indicate the discretization of the field step and the line

is a linear fit to the points.
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pointing out-of-plane. Vortex domain wall velocity curves

are shown in Figure 6(b). Above a roughness depth of 1.5 nm

the vortex wall can be pinned and three regimes can be dis-

tinguished: (i) uniform translation at low fields, (ii) dynamic

pinning and stochastic creep regime, and (iii) depinning and

uniform translation.

For surface roughness depths above 3 nm the wall

remains pinned all the way to the 1000 A/m threshold. As

expected, increasing the surface roughness depth results in

stronger pinning and in this regime only very small and sto-

chastic domain wall creep is observed—the vortex core can

become unpinned but is then quickly pinned again by neigh-

bouring pinning potentials due to surface roughness; this

results in the small variations in velocity in this regime as

seen in Figure 6(a). The effects of thermal excitations have

not been studied here as the main purpose of this work was

to introduce and analyse the effective field roughness model;

the domain wall movement stochasticity arises solely due to

the surface roughness—slight oscillations in the magnetiza-

tion components, under the applied magnetic field, cause the

vortex core to jump small distances between the random pin-

ning sites, resulting in an average creep velocity of 	2 m/s.

What is more surprising is that at low fields the wall trans-

lates uniformly almost independently of surface roughness

depth. As the field is increased the vortex core gradually

drifts towards one of the wire edges and at a critical field,

between 250 and 300 A/m, the vortex core becomes pinned

and the uniform translation stops. As the vortex core

becomes pinned, it is observed to relax back to the wire

centre and the entire vortex configuration is slightly shrunk

as compared to the low field uniform translation mode. This

is reflected by a steep increase in the average roughness

energy density just before the vortex core becomes pinned—

since the roughness energy density is larger for longitudinal

magnetization components, see Figure 6(a), shrinking of

the vortex structure results in a greater contribution from

the longitudinal components. The roughness energy density

as a function of time during the pinning event is shown in

Figure 7. During the uniform translation mode the vortex

spin structure is known to oscillate.38,39 This is also observed

in micromagnetics simulations and results in the oscillation

in roughness energy density seen in Figure 7 before the start

of the pinning event. As the vortex structure becomes dis-

torted with increasing magnetic field, the interaction between

the vortex core and surface roughness suppresses this oscilla-

tion, as seen in Figure 7, which forms the onset of the pin-

ning event. This process is also illustrated by the insets in

Figure 6(b), although the changes in magnetization structure

described are small. After the depinning field is reached, the

vortex core quickly jumps close to one of the wire edges, fol-

lowing which the wall moves uniformly. Further increasing

the field causes the vortex core to drift closer and closer to

the wire edge until Walker breakdown occurs at 1000 A/m in

all cases (apart from the strongly pinned 4 and 5 nm rough-

ness depth cases).

V. SUMMARY

An effective field model of small roughness levels in

magnetic structures was introduced as a perturbation on the

magnetostatic energy of a corresponding smooth structure.

The model is generally applicable to any type of roughness

profile and to both edge and surface roughness. Small rough-

ness levels, below the exchange length, have been shown to

FIG. 6. (a) Surface roughness energy density calculated for a uniformly

magnetized 320 nm wide and 40 nm thick wire with 2.5 nm roughness depth,

with the lowest energy point shifted to zero. (b) Domain wall velocity curves

for a vortex domain wall in this wire with varying levels of surface rough-

ness. The insets show the vortex magnetization configuration at the indicated

points along the velocity curve for 3 nm surface roughness depth.

FIG. 7. Average roughness energy density as a function of time, showing a

vortex domain wall pinning event.
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result in a configurational anisotropy and the resulting effec-

tive roughness fields are sufficient to describe the effects of

roughness on magnetization structures without the explicit

need to refine the computational cell size beyond what is

normally required for the corresponding smooth structure.

The model was validated using a series of tests, including

magnetization switching and domain wall velocity calcula-

tions, against the standard rough mesh method which uses a

much smaller computational cell size in order to accommo-

date the roughness profile directly. For small edge roughness

levels, the coercive field in magnetization switching simula-

tions was found to decrease linearly. This is due to the

increase of the torque from the applied magnetic field on

transverse magnetization components, which have a lower

edge roughness energy density. Domain wall velocity calcu-

lations for transverse domain walls have shown that edge

roughness results in extrinsic pinning, increasing in strength

with roughness depth, in agreement with the standard rough

mesh method. Vortex domain walls have been shown to be

highly susceptible to surface roughness, resulting in dynamic

pinning of vortex cores. Three vortex domain wall move-

ment regimes have been found, uniform translation at low

fields independent of surface roughness, vortex pinning re-

gime with stochastic domain wall creep and depinning fol-

lowed by uniform translation at higher fields up to the

breakdown threshold.

APPENDIX: METHODS

All simulations were done using the micromagnetics

software Boris40 written by the author. The software was

fully tested against standard micromagnetics problems. The

LLG equation was solved using a finite difference mesh. A

number of evaluation methods were used, 2nd order Adams-

Bashforth-Moulton (ABM2) predictor-corrector scheme with

quadratic interpolation on time-step change, Runge-Kutta-

Fehlberg (RKF45) adaptive time-step and 4th order Runge-

Kutta (RK4) fixed time-step. ABM2 was found to be slightly

more computationally efficient than RKF45 for domain wall

velocity simulations whilst RKF45 was more efficient in

magnetization switching simulations, mainly due to its more

stable time-step across the larger range of magnetic fields.

For simulations with a cell size of 0.625 nm neither ABM2

nor RKF45 were suitable and RK4 was used. An implicit

scheme using the 2nd order backward differentiation formula

(BDF2) with direct Newton-Raphson solver was also tested,

however no computational advantage was found compared

to the explicit scheme. The magnetostatic term was com-

puted using FFT-based convolution with Radix-4 FFT

(Radix-2 step for odd powers of 2); the lower arithmetic

operations count split-radix FFT was found to be less effi-

cient due to its greater number and less cache-friendly mem-

ory access instructions. All FFT routines, and other critical

computation routines, used here were written directly in an

assembler using the SIMD AVX instruction set, resulting in

a speed-up factor of around 4 compared to GCC or MSVC

compiler-generated routines. For the larger 3D simulations

CUDA-based Radix-4 FFTs were used; all computations

were performed in double floating-point precision. The

exchange term was computed using the 6-neighbor scheme

with Neumann boundary conditions. For domain wall veloc-

ity calculations a moving mesh algorithm was used with

spin-wave absorbing boundaries at both ends. To simulate an

effectively infinite wire length, uniform magnetization con-

tinuations of the wire were set at both ends outside of the

mesh and the resulting magnetic field inside the mesh was

calculated.

Values for Ni80Fe20 were used, namely, Ms¼ 8� 105 (A/m),

A¼ 1.3� 10�11 (J/m) and a¼ 0.02.8 For the effective field

method calculations, a cell size of 5 nm was used as this was

sufficiently fine to accurately reproduce changes in magnet-

ization—test simulations using a smaller cell size of 2.5 nm

did not show any significant differences. For the mesh

method the cell size varied between 0.625 nm and 5 nm as

detailed in the main text. Granular roughness profiles were

used with the mean grain diameter equal to the roughness

depth. Langevin dynamics have not been considered here as

the main purpose of this work was to introduce and analyse

the effective field roughness model, however it is hoped this

work will stimulate further investigations in this area.
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